
Xiaomi teams up with Imint and launches Vidhance®-powered
flagship handset Mi MIX 2S
Under a recently signed license- and support agreement with Xiaomi, Imint will provide its Vidhance® software on
new smartphone releases from Xiaomi. First flagship product featuring the Qualcomm Snapdragon 845 chipset is the
Mi MIX 2S smartphone, which also features video stabilization (EIS) from Vidhance®.

Xiaomi is a Chinese technology company that creates hardware, software, and Internet services, provided at accessible prices.
Xiaomi has seen rapid growth and broad market acceptance for its smartphone portfolio and has established a strong position
with its camera-oriented premium phones.

The new Mi MIX 2S smartphone with a near bezel less design features the new Qualcomm Snapdragon 845 chipset. Scoring 97
at the DxO Mark, it features a dual lens camera which combines a 12-megapixel wide angle lens with a 12-megapixel telephoto
lens and some AI smarts to produce amazing photos and videos.

Imint is a world leading provider of cutting edge video and imaging solutions and the company behind the Vidhance® platform.
The foundation of the Vidhance® platform is premium video stabilization, where Imint is seeing strong traction among major
smartphone makers.

Andreas Lifvendahl, Imint CEO, comments:

"We have previously communicated that our main market focus is China and it is great to see that our efforts are bearing fruit.
Xiaomi is one of the strongest smartphone brands in China, and one of the top 5 players globally. We believe this is a first step
towards a solid partnership, where we can continue to support Xiaomi in building innovative smartphones ".

For more information, please contact:

Jan Nyren, Marketing Director Imint Image Intelligence AB (publ)    

Telefon: 018-474 99 90

E-post: jan.nyren@vidhance.com

Imint is a Swedish public software company traded at AktieTorget. The company is specialized in intelligent sensor and data
analysis that drive the development of visionary and targeted products and solutions that create leaders of innovation. Vidhance®
by Imint is a video enhancement software that transforms a smartphone camera into a professional video recording device. The
Vidhance® features are now part of many of the major smartphone vendors’ offerings and are already enjoyed by 30+ million end-
users. The features include Live Video Stabilization, Live Auto Zoom, Auto Curate and many more creative enablers. Blackshark,
BQ, Fujitsu, Huawei, Sharp, Vivo, Wiko Mobile and Xiaomi are some of the enterprises that have chosen to cooperate with Imint.
Imint’s head office is in Uppsala, Sweden, with a branch office in Shanghai, China.

www.weareimint.com


